
IX. Applications of SRS Theory to LISP and Lucid 

i. LISP Interpreters 

LISP is a language for describing manipulation of symbolic expres- 

sions (S-expressions). McCarthy [Mc60] shows how to define functions 

of S-expressions using three different notations: 

(i) recursive function definitions (2d, p. 185; 3d, pp. 187-188), 

(2) metaexpressions (M-expressions) (2f, p. 186; 3b, p. 187), and 

(3) S-expressions (3e, p. 189). 

A conventional LISP interpreter is a program which applies the function 

defined by one input S-expression to an input list of arguments. SRS 

theory shows a straightforward way to interpret functions defined by 

S-expressions or by recursive definitions in a way which is more 

efficient than the conven~onal method. An interpreter for functions 

defined by M-expressions may also be designed, but such an interpreter 

must deal with the full complexity of the X-calculus (see X.4), since 

h-terms are a special type of M-expression. 

2. Interpreting Recursively Defined Functions of S-Expressions 

Section 1 of Chapter VIII (p. 72) shows how to capture the recur- 

sive definition of a function symbol f by a singleton set of rule 

schemata Sf. Rule schemata for the primitive functions (car, cdr, 

cons, atom, eq, cond) of LISP require a more general form than that 

considered in VIII.2 (p. 73). Also, meaningful normal forms output 

by a LISP interpreter may be complex expressions instead of single con- 

stant symbols. 

Let A be a set of atomic symbols [Mc60] (3a, p. 186). Let 

ZS~ A {cons~. F~(ZS) # contain the Zs-trees which correspond to S-ex- 

pressions, where pa = 0 for a~A, pcons= 2. Each S-expression is 

represented by a tree in F S as follows: 

The singleton tree ATOM where ATOM~A represents the atomic symbol 

ATOM, cons(A,B) represents cons[A;B], which is also written as (A-B) 

[Mc60] (3a2, 2c5, p. 187). 

In this chapter we will use tree notation, dotted pair (A-B) no- 

tation and list notation (without commas) interchangeably to refer to 

trees in F S and F R (defined later). See McCarthy [Mc60] (3a~ p. 

187) for list notation with commas, the LISP 1.5 Programmer's Manual 

[MAEHL65] (1.3, p. 4; 7, 8, p. 16) for notation without commas. 
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In order to define functions recursively, we need some primitive 

functions and extra function symbols. 

Let ~=(atom, eq, cons, car, cdr, cond}. Let F be a set of symbols for 

functions which may be defined recursively. 

Let ER=E S O ~ U F and FR={A I A is a ZR-tree and 

Axs~ => x-(l)% domainA 

Axe{atom,car,cdr} => x-(1)s domainA 

x'(2)% domainA 

Axe{eq,cons} => x-(1), x-(2)s domainA 

x-(3){ domainA 

Ax=cond => x.(1), x-(2)e domainA 

x.(4){ domainA}. 

F S ~ FR, and F R represents applications of functions in ~ and F to s- 

expressions. Note that cond may have two or three arguments, so 

F R ~ (ZR) # • 

M - e x p r e s s i o n s  w i t h o u t  t or  l a b e l  a r e  r e p r e s e n t e d  by t r e e s  i n  F R 

as follows: 

eq(A,B) represents eq[A;B], 

atom(A) represents atom[A], 

(similarly for car,cdr, cons), 

cond(Ai,Bl,COnd(A2,B2,cond( .... cond(An,Bn)...))) 

represents [AI+BI;A2+B2;...;An+Bn]. 

McCarthy's defining equations for functions in G [Mc60] (3c, p. 

187) may be represented by the following set of rule schemata SG: 

S G = { [atom(A_)=T where  AEA], 

[atom (cons (A,B)) =F] , 

[eq(A,B)=T where A=B and A,BcA], 

[eq(A,B)=F where A~B and A,B~], 

[car (cons (A, B) ) =A] , 

[cdr (cons (A,B))=B], 

[cond(T,A) =A] , 

[cond (T,A,B) =A], 

[cond(F,A, B) =B] } 

A set of recursive equations defining symbols in F may be represented 

by S F as defined in VIII.I (p. 72). 

Consider the SRS ER=<~R~FR~÷,AR>, where A R is generated by S~ U S F- 

Each tree DgF S c FR representing an S-expression is in normal form. 
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S G ~ SF is nonoverlapping. Lemma 23 does not apply directly, since 

not all predicates are vacuous. But, each schema above may be replaced 

by a set of schemata with vacuous predicates generating the same set 

of rules and the same residual map, and then Lemma 23 (p. 70) applies. 

For instance, [atom(A)=T where AcA] may be replaced by the infinite set 

of schemata {[atom(ATOM)=T]I ATOM~A}. So, by Theorems 17, 6 and 3 

(PP. 70, 38, 28), ~R has the confluence property and the Church-Rosser 

property. Thus A÷*D iff the M-expression with recursively defined 

functions represented by A has value D (see Theorem 5, p. 29). 

Now any procedure which finds normal forms for trees in F R is 

an interpreter for recursively defined S-functions. By Theorem 18 

(P. 71), S G U S~ is also d-outer where d is preorder (Def. 42, p. 

64). So an optimal interpreter (over all interpreters based on non- 

copying reduction in ER) for recursively defined S-functions is one 

which computes a leftmost outermost noncopying reduction sequence in 

E R and outputs a normal form whenever such exists. Finding leftmost 

outermost redexes is an easy task to program, and the pointer strategy 

suggested in Chapter VI, Section 1 provides a low overhead implementa- 

tion of noncopying reduction steps. 

3. Interpreting Functions . Defined by S-Expressions 

A conventional LISP interpreter is a procedure which, given inputs 

A and (BI...Bn), where A,BI,...,B n are S-expressions, either returns 

the value of eval[(A (QUOTE BI)...(QUOTE Bn));()] or fails to terminate, 

where eval is a special function defined by McCarthy [Mc60] (3f, p. 189). 

LISP interpreters based on LISP 1.5 [MAEHL65] use a somewhat more com- 

plicated version of eval, but most of the differences (i.e., those that 

do not involve side effects) are not critical. 

To define a SRS based eval interpreter, merely treat McCarthy's 

definition of eval as a recursive equation for a function symbol 

eval~ F and apply the methods of Section 2 to define a SRS ~eval with 

rules Aeval. A well implemented LISP interpreter based on leftmost 

outermost noncopying reduction in Eeval has several advantages over the 

conventional interpreter. 

(i) Conventional LISP interpreters do not satisfy precisely a 

naive interpretation of the semantics given by McCarthy [Mc60]. For 

instance, eval[CAR (CONS (QUOTE A) B));()]=A may be proved from the 

equation car[cons[x;y]]=x and the defining equations for eval, but if 

eval[B;()] is undefined, the conventional interpreter will loop forever 
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without returning A. The leftmost outermost interpreter satisfies 

McCarthy's equations in an unrestricted interpretation. For convention- 

al interpreters to satisfy car[cons[x;y]]=x, we must add the restriction 

that x and y are S-expressions. 

(2) Conventional LISP interpreters treat each of the LISP functions 

in G as a function subroutine, and implement the defining equations 

for eval as an assignment statement with recursive function subroutine 

calls, using call by value. An exception is made for the conditional 

function: the second or third argument is not evaluated if not needed. 

This strategy actually produces a noncopying reduction sequence in 

Eeval by always reducing the leftmost innermost redex which is not in 

the second or third argument of a conditional. So, the leftmost outer- 

most interpreter is at least as efficient as the conventional one. In 

fact, the left most outermost interpreter is strictly more efficient, 

since any S-expression of the form (CAR(CONS (QUOTE A) B)) is evaluated 

in a few steps by the leftmost outermost interpreter, while the stand- 

ard interpreter must make an arbitrarily large number of wasted reduc- 

tions to evaluate B. Simply changing the parameter passing strategy 

to call by name will not transform the conventional interpreter into 

a leftmost outermost one, since it is necessary to return names as well 

as accept them as parameters. 

(3) The SRS approach to interpreting S-expressions suggests an 

elegant treatment of errors. An S-expression E produces an error when 

the normal form of eval(E,()) is not an S-expression, that is, it con- 

tains one of the symbols car, cdr, eq, atom, cond. Instead of (or in 

addition to) the conventional error messages and tracebacks, which are 

often quite cryptic, a SRS based interpreter may output the erroneous 

normal form, or a partially reduced expression once it is clear that 

the normal form will not be an S-expression. In such an output, the 

user can see precisely how, and may often infer why, the error occurred. 

(4) The new interpreter allows a more flexible programming style 

than the standard one. For instance, we may allow subexpressions cor- 

responding intuitively to infinite S-expressions to occur in a reduction 

sequence, as long as the final output is finite. Henderson and Morris 

[HM?6] (Ex. i, p. 95) use this facility to define the infinite list of 

nonnegative integers. Similarly, one may define the infinite list of 

primes. In fact, any infinite list whose elements may be uniformly 

computed from their positions is definable. Many algorithms which, in 

conventional languages, would normally be written with coroutines, are 

described quite naturally in outermost LISP ([HM76], p. 96). Friedman 
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and Wise discuss in detail some of the programming advantages of outer- 

most interpreters [FW76, 2]. 

The obvious disadvantage of a leftmost outermost interpreter in- 

volves the pseudofunction DEF (define) [MAEHL65] (p. 58) which appears 

in LISP 1o5 but not in McCarthy's earlier paper. There is no way to 

retain all the advantages of leftmost outermost reduction without chang- 

ing the output of certain programs which use DEF and other side effect 

producing operations such as CSET, RPLACA, RPLACD. In many applications 

the ability to interpret arbitrary recursive definitions by the methods 

of Section 2 is ample compensation for the change in side effects. Many 

restricted or modified versions of DEF may be incorporated into a left- 

most outermost LISP interpreter; for instance, a definition whose scope 

is the following subexpression may be introduced by letting: 

eval[((DEF A B) C); E]=eval[C; ((A-eval(B,E))-E)] for AcA. 

Henderson and Morris [HM76] independently suggest a "lazy evaluator" 

for interpreting LISP which is an implementation of leftmost outermost 

reduction. Henderson and Morris describe the interpreter by replace- 

ment rules at the pointer manipulation level and conjecture (p. i00) 

that (i) the system is Church-Rosser, (2) the replacement rules are 

complete, (3) the interpreter finds values (S-expressions) for expres- 

sions whenever such values are well defined by the replacement rules. 

(i) follows from Theorem 6 (p. 38). (2) follows from (I) and the easily 

verifiable fact that the equations <A=B>EAeval logically imply the de- 

fining equations of LISP. (3) follows from Theorem 14 (p. 65). The 

unproved assertion [HM76] (p. 99) that "the lazy evaluator never per- 

forms more reduction steps than the conventional one" is proved by 

Theorem 15 (p. 65), noting that both interpreters generate noncopying 

reduction sequences. 

Friedman and Wise [FW76~ i] give another treatment of leftmost out- 

ermost interpreters for LISP. 

4. Lucid Interpreters 

Lucid [AW75,1~] [AW76] is a class of languages intended both for 

programming and for proving properties of programs. SRS theory may be 

used to generate interpreters for Lucid languages. A Lucid program 

lAW76] (4.1, pp. 346-347) based on a "standard alphabet" lAW76] (3.1, 

pp. 344-345) contains terms with symbols in 
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= {7 , v, if then else, first, next, 

u vvC v U{Gnl n p} 

where V is a set of variable symbols (not to be confused with the formal 

schema variables V), C is a set of constant symbols including T and F, 

Gn is a set of n-ary primitive function symbols. Variables and constants 

are zeroary symbols, ~ , first, next, hitherto, latest are unary, v, 

as~soon~as, followed~by are binary and if then else is trinary. To 

interpret Lucid programs easily we need the additional unary symbol 

latest-i [AW76] (4.2.2, p. 347). Let Z L = Z U {latest-l}. 

A Lucid program is a set of equations of a special form [AW76] 

(4.1, p. 346) which are easily translated [AW76] (4.~.2, p. 347) into 

the form v=AMwith vEV and AsF L. Each variable in V is considered to 

range over ~I~÷C, the set of infinite dimensional infinite sequences of 

constants For v~V, ~N N va is written v Each constant symbol cE c 

represents the sequence whose every component is c. Functions in 

{~, v, if then else} U ~ act componentwise. A Lucid interpreter is 

intended to compute values of a special variable output ~V defined by 

the equations in a program, only when output is constant with respect 

to all but its first dimension (i.e., output may be viewed as a one 

dimensional sequence of constants). Since every Lucid theory is incom- 

plete lAW76] (6, p. 349), no interpreter can find all such values. 

The Lucid interpreter designed by Cargill [Car76] achieves a kind 

of completeness by calculating values of outputa, where ~I* is a finite 

initial segment of an infinite subscript, when ~ is sufficient to 

determine a constant value (that is, outputa. S = output .y for all 

subscripts B and y) [Car76]. It appears that the interpreter sketched 

in this Chapter is just as powerful, but this conjecture has not been 

proved. 

5. A SRS Based Interpreter for Lucid 

A Lucid program with equations of the form v=A with v~V and A~(ZL) # 

may be taken directly as a set S of rule schemata with no formal vari- 
P 

ables. A set S G of rule schemata representing the primitive functions 

in each Gn may be constructed by the methods of Chapter VIII, Section 

2 (p. 73). To represent the special Lucid functions ~ , v, if then else, 

first, next, as soon as, hitherto, latest, followed by, latest -I 

define 
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S s [-~(T)--F], 
[-T(F) ='r], 

[v (A_,T):T], [v (T,A)=T] , 
[V [ F , F ) : F ]  , 

[v (A, B) : ~ o ~ o ~  K h" (v ( ~ t  (A_) ,_q~ (B)), 
v ( n e x t ( A ) , n e x t ( B ) ) )  where 

and one of A(),B_() ~s ~ o ~ o . ~ _ ~  z. 
and neither is T ] ,  

Iv (A,B)=latest (V[latest-I (A) ,latest-I (B_)))) 

where A_(),B__()s{latest}0 C 

and one of A(), B_() is latest 

and neither is T], 

[if then else(T,A,B)=A], 

[if then else(F,A,B)=B], 

[if then else(A,B_,C)= 

fol~lowed by (if then else (first(A),first(B),first(C)), 

i__ff then else (next (A) ,next (B_) ,next (C)) ) 

where  A() ,B_() ,C_()s{ fo l lowed~bz,1atest  ~} U C 
and one of 

~(),~_(),c__() ~s ~ o ~ o ~  and 
A() ¢ r ,F  1, 

[if then else(A,B_,C)= 

latest (if then else(latest-l(A),latest-l(B), 

~~i~est- 1 (C))) where ...... 

i_() ,B_(),c()~{!~%te~}~ C 
an~ one of  &(),B_(),C_() ~s l a t e ~ t  

and A_() ¢ { T , F } ] ,  
[ f i r s t ( A ) = A  where A sC], 
[~r~t (fo ~ ~o~_C~) ~ (A, t33 ) = ~ s ~  (A_) ], 

[next(A)=A where AgC], 

[next  (Zatest  [A_) ) = l a t e s t  (A) ] , 

i f  then e l s e ( f i r s t ( B ) , f i r s t ( A _ ) ,  
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if then else(first(!),hi]%~[]9(~ex](A)),F))], 

[latest-l(A)=A where AsC]: ~~ 

[latest-l(followed by(A,B)=latest-l(A)], 

[g(~z . . . . .  A-n) = ~ J ~ ~  (g ( ~  ( 8 1 ) ' ' ' ' ' ~  (A-n))' 
g (~3~ (A1) . . . . .  ~ (An)) ) 

where A1 () . . . . .  A ~ ( ) ~ { f S ~ ~ , ~ f f ~ } U  C 
and at least one is followed~b[ 

and no rule in S c applies to g(A1,...,An)], 

[g(~l ..... ~n)=~[~(g(~ (~i) .... latest-l(A--n))) 

where AI() ..... A_n()s{latest}u C 

and at least one is latest 

and no rule in SG applies to g(~l ..... A-n)]l gS6n'nsP} 

By Lemma 23 (p. 70) applied to an equivalent set of schemata with 

vacuous predicates, SL=S p U $6 U S s is nonoverlapping and consistent. 

S L is also d-outer where 

x(dA)y iff (x anc y) or 

(Hz,i,j Az%{v,if then else} U G and z-(i) anc x 

and z.(j) an% y and i<j) or 

(gz,i, j Az~{if then else} b 6 and z-(i) anc x 

and z-(j) anc y and i~j and 

ACz.(i))~{~~,~} U C and 

A(z.(j))s{followed by,latest] U C) or 

(~z,i,j Azs{if then else} U G and z.(i) anc x 

and z.(j) anc y and i<j and 

A(z.(j))e{followed by,latest} U C))- 

So, a Lucid interpreter may output normal forms (all constants c~C are 

in normal form), if they exist, for first(output), first(next(output)), 

first(next(next(output))) .... using eventually and strictly d-outermost 

noncopying reduction in the SRS [L = <gL'FL'+'AL > with A L generated by 

S L. Note that d is not a total ordering for trees containing the sym- 

bol v. So, SRS theory does not tell how to efficiently compute an 

optimal reduction sequence (if more than one d-outermost redex is 
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present~ all must be reduced to insure termination). Intuitively~ no 

interpreter may efficiently decide which argument of an expression 

v(A,B) to evaluate first, since such a decision requires a priori know- 

ledge of which argument might be true. See the end of Chapter VI for 

a discussion of total and nontotal dominance orderings. 


